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ABSTRACT

This paper analyses how several open source companies use dual licensing: both open source and proprietary licenses for one product. Three case studies based on the experiences of companies Sleepycat Software Inc., MySQL AB, and TrollTech AS illustrate the issue. Especially the legal and economic requirements of dual licensing are identified.
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RÉSUMÉ

Cet article analyse comment plusieurs entreprises productrices de logiciels libres utilisent la double licence : à la fois une licence de type logiciel libre et une licence de type propriétaire pour un même produit. Trois études de cas basée sur l'expérience des entreprises illustrent la question : Sleepycat Software Inc, MySQL AB et TrollTech AS. Les contraintes légales et économiques de la double licences sont identifiées.

Mots-clés : Logiciel Libre, Licence, Modèle économique, Droits de copie, Économie du logiciel.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper introduces and explains a sustainable open source business model. Open source can be described as a new way of doing business in software industry. However, how to maintain sustainable sources of revenue while using an open source development and licensing model has been a well debated issue (Raymond, 2001, cf. Microsoft, 2003). Many start-up software companies that based their business model on selling add-on services to free products have failed.

Dual licensing is based on the idea of simultaneous use of both open source and proprietary licenses. The concept is still quite novel in the literature and even in informal discussions with open source scholars and practitioners (cf. Fink, 2002, p. 40-). For example Raymond's widely cited paper focuses only on means to make "indirect sale value" with free software (Raymond, 2001, p. 134-). This would consist of add-on services and bundled products. In contrast, dual licensing model does not nullify the direct sale value of the software product.

Also Feller and Fitzgerald skip dual licensing. They first divide open source companies into two categories: pure-play (solely open source business model) and hybrid (open source and proprietary models mixed). Then they identify e.g. Sleepycat Software Inc as a pure-play open source company but go on confusingly to maintain that Sleepycat's business model would be based on selling support services (Feller and Fitzgerald, 2002, p. 47-48). In reality, Sleepycat uses dual licensing and their income depends heavily on the sale of proprietary licenses (Sleepycat, 2003). This article maintains that companies using dual licensing are both pure-play and use a hybrid business model.

We begin with explaining how dual licensing works as a software business model. Then follows a more practical analysis based on the licensing policies and experiences of three open source companies: Sleepycat Software Inc. from the United States, MySQL AB from Sweden, and TrollTech AS from Norway. Finally, several legal and economic requirements for a successful use of dual licensing are identified.

Before we start, however, a note on terminology is in place. Throughout the text, terms open source and free software as well as commercial and proprietary licenses are used interchangeably. To be precise, terms open source and free software refer to separate social movements with different goals (Stallman, 2002). In this paper, however, we are especially interested in the technical facts of open source code and free availability of the software. The societal implication of open source and free software including community development are only shortly mentioned.

II. DUAL LICENSING

AS BUSINESS

In this section we first discuss different generic software business models and then describe the dual licensing model. Our aim is to understand how dual licensing works as a business model.
II.1. Generic Software Business Models

Software business models can be distinguished from several perspectives, for example, depending on whether the software is sold as a product or service, structure of the sales channel, and income sources. (Rajala et al., 2001). Messerschmit and Szyperski emphasize the difference between technical distribution channel (pre-installed, self-provided) and pricing method (subscription, pay-per-use, cross-subsidy) and conclude that users have four ways to acquire software: make, buy, license or subscribe (Messerschmit and Szyperski, 2001).

Perhaps the most common way of software companies to do business is to sell software projects. In this model, a software company sells its programming work as a service rather than the sole software. Typically, the software is sold or licensed to the user. As a business model, project business is not far from a taxi firm with limited scalability. More cars running (programmers) mean more money to be charged.

Next, the traditional model for software product business could be described as software publishing. In this model, the software is licensed as if it were sold as a physical product. Software publishing works in a somewhat similar way to print publishers who sell physical books commoditized from manuscripts.

The Internet as usage environment and distribution channel has enabled several new ways to do software business. Software subscription can be seen as a combination of the two traditional models. Commonly called as application service providing (ASP), subscription is a more interactive way to sell software as an online product with add-on services tailored to the customer. It works like any subscription service: pay your monthly fee or your line is cut.

Finally, different free software business models have emerged. Here, the core product is usually free to use and distribute. It is also often required that no user can charge for the use or distribution of the product (standard copyleft clause) or even any of its derivatives (inheriting or strong copyleft clause). Therefore, sales are based on indirect means that leverage the potentially large and dynamic user base. Add-on services, bundled products and branding are essential indirect revenue sources.

Table 1 identifies four generic software business models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product focus</th>
<th>Software projects</th>
<th>Software publishing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright</td>
<td>Licensed or transferred</td>
<td>Licensed with restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>One-time project fees</td>
<td>License fees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product focus</th>
<th>Software subscription</th>
<th>Free software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copyright</td>
<td>Licensed with restrictions</td>
<td>Licensed with an open source license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Service fees and application rents</td>
<td>Indirect from services, bundling, branding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Generic software business models (edited from Rajala et al., 2001).
II.2. Dual Licensing Model

Dual licensing mixes several of the introduced generic software business models. Duality means that both the free software distribution mechanism and traditional software product business are combined. There is technically only one core product but two licenses: one for free distribution and free use and another for other (proprietary).

Dual licensing model differs from pure free software model in several ways. First, the development community does not have development power to start competing products (forks). Copyright and control of the core product development is held in one hand, the original developer. The ability to license the product with other terms than open source requires full ownership of all rights to the product.

Second, the users of the free license have an option to obtain a proprietary license. If a software product with an inheriting copyleft clause – as for example term 2b) in the GNU GPL License (GNU, 1991) – is embedded to become a part of another product then the combined product should be distributed for free. A proprietary license may free the user from this restriction. In this way, third party product businesses become also possible. From the user’s perspective, dual licensing can be described as indiscriminating.

Figure 1 describes the dual licensing model in more detail.

Let’s look at the figure 1 from the bottom up. At the bottom we have software users divided into two seg-
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ments. They interact with the software company that dual licenses its core product with a strong copyleft license to the first user segment called copyleft users and with a commercial license to another user segment titled customers. Note that the arrow from the copyleft users to customers indicates that when the copyleft users extend the usage of the copylefted software they tend to reach the limits of free usage. For example copyleft concerns, commercial support and warranty requirements may attract copyleft users to buy a commercial license. To simplify the picture, there is no kind of feedback mechanism (fixes, development ideas, etc.) described from software users to core product developers; those are assumed to come from the above.

Above the core product we have two developer segments. On the left is the open source development community which may give bug fixes and code contributions with copyright back to the core product developers (Fink, 2002, p. 40-41). On the right are com-
mmercial development partners who develop essential components of the core product; they may either transfer or license the copyright of the component to core developers.

III. CASE STUDIES

Now that we have seen what dual licensing is in principle, we study it in practice with three cases each featuring a company using the model. This section starts by explaining the empirical method used and then reports the data for each company in turn.

III.1. Study Framework

In order to understand more profoundly dual licensing, three open source companies using the model were selected for detailed analysis. Company selection was based on the facts that only a few companies were known to successfully operate with a dual licensing strategy and they also quite openly report their actions on the Internet. As can be seen from table 2, all of the companies have very popular products.

The study was conducted by collecting information from the company websites, referring to company executive interviews available on the Internet and by asking complementary questions emailing company executives directly\(^2\). Emailed questions addressed primarily the issues of user and customer bases, relative importance of different income sources and potential piracy problems. The following presentation is based on this qualitative data.

The presentation of each company is divided into three parts: historical background, licensing model and model effectiveness:

- The first question is how the companies ended up in a dual licensing model. At what stage of their lifecycle have they chosen dual licensing? It turns out that none of the companies have started from a dual licensing model. The concept has evolved as time has passed and both the Internet and open source software user base has grown.

- The second question is how the dual licensing model works in each case. What licenses do the companies use and for what reasons? Here we learn that while the companies may use different free software licenses they all contain a strong copyleft clause limiting the commercial usage.

- Finally, we consider the effectiveness of the dual licensing model in each case. How do the companies benefit from the free use of their software compared to the traditional software publishing model? Have the companies detected a piracy problem? How do they manage the legal rights in a distributed and open development environment in the products they own?

---

2. The direct questions were answered by SleepyCat CEO Michael Olsen, MySQL CEO Mårten Mickos and TrollTech VP Tonje Sund. All the questions and answers may be inquired in detail emailing the paper author.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Sleepycat Software Inc</th>
<th>MySQL AB</th>
<th>TrollTech AS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free license(s)</td>
<td>Sleepycat License</td>
<td>GPL</td>
<td>GPL, QPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>Millions</td>
<td>Approx. 4 million users</td>
<td>Hundreds of thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Thousands</td>
<td>Around 0.1% of users</td>
<td>Thousands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main income</td>
<td>Licenses (&gt;75%), services, support</td>
<td>Licenses (&gt;50%), brand, services</td>
<td>Licenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Inhouse</td>
<td>Inhouse</td>
<td>Inhouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Direct and indirect</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct and indirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Standardized (database)</td>
<td>Standardized (SQL)</td>
<td>Non-standard (GUI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Several attributes of the studied open source products.

3.2. Sleepycat Software Inc.

**Background.** Sleepycat Software Inc. develops and markets BerkeleyDB (BDB). The product is an embedded database system that runs on multiple platforms. The first version of BDB was written by Keith Bostic and Margo Seltzer in 1991. It was released under BSD license as part of a BSD Unix distribution from the University of California at Berkeley. BDB was distributed freely on the Internet and eventually many open source as well as proprietary projects started using the product. BSD license terms allowed a wide adoption of the product even in commercial projects with no license fees to copyright owners.

As the product gained more commercial interest and more users, the programmers decided to found the company Sleepycat Software Inc. as the owner of the copyright and develop the product further. The next version added technical functionality and was therefore commercially even more valuable. It was released under Sleepycat License in 1997. From then on, BDB has been licensed under a dual licensing model. (Zimran, 2001).

**Licensing model.** Sleepycat’s website states on their licensing policy:
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“The open source license for Berkeley DB permits you to use the software at no charge under the condition that if you use Berkeley DB in an application you redistribute, the complete source code for your application must be available and freely redistributable under reasonable conditions. If you do not want to release the source code of your application, you may purchase a [proprietary] license from Sleepycat Software.” (Sleepycat, 2003).

Essentially, their licensing model is based on the usage limitations of Sleepycat License. Many companies using an embedded database in their products are simply unable to satisfy a strong copyleft clause requiring all source code of any product containing BDB to be freely available. Sleepycat’s CEO Michael Olsen has described the usage of the proprietary license in an interview:

“If a company wants to redistribute Berkeley DB as a part of a proprietary product, they can come to Sleepycat and pay us a fee to purchase different license terms from us. In that case, we sign a pretty conventional license agreement permitting use and redistribution in binary form, without forcing them to ship source.” (Zimran, 2001).
Model effectiveness. The development of BDB is directed within the company. All outside contributions are implemented by company developers into the core product. Obviously, the development of a complex database engine requires understanding of the functionality of the whole. Development of add-on features is difficult. Therefore, user feedback benefits mainly in identifying bugs and proposing new features. It would be possible to change Sleepycat License into GNU GPL but at the moment there seems to be no immediate reason for this as the Sleepycat License has been widely accepted in the free software community.

Most of the income of Sleepycat (around 75%) comes from license sales and the rest from services. Sleepycat does not promote other than license sales on their website, which is their main direct marketing channel. The usage under free license is not monitored. If license breaches are found, which is not very common, the users either buy a proprietary license or stop using the product. (Zimran, 2001).

III.3. MySQL AB

Background. The product of MySQL AB is a relational database management system. It was first targeted at web server use but is now offered also as a general database management system and specifically to users of embedded databases. The development started in 1995 by Michael Widén and David Axmark and the first major release on the Internet followed in 1996.

At the start, MySQL shipped with its own license terms. (MySQL, 1995) That license allowed limited free distribution and usage of the product with a strong copyleft term on Unix-based systems (including Linux). On Windows, the license model was shareware restricting the free use and distribution of the product. Their business model was essentially dual licensing on Unix-based systems and proprietary on Windows.

As the Linux-based version became very popular on the Internet, the free license was changed in 2000 into GNU GPL on all platforms. After that, their licensing model has been solely dual licensing. The license change limited the scope of proprietary licensing for different uses but at the same time it attracted even more users for the product. As late as in 2001, the company MySQL AB was founded to own the copyright to the database software with its partners. (Greant, 2002).

Licensing model. The product's copyright is licensed either by GNU GPL or a proprietary license. Any third party product that includes the GPLed version must be licensed under GPL. Again, commercial users may be unable to satisfy this requirement and need to opt for the commercial license. MySQL's website states their licensing model in the following:

“Our software is 100% GPL, and if yours too is 100% GPL (or OSI compliant), then you never have to pay us for the licences. In all other instances, you are better served by our commercial licence.” (MySQL, 2003).

Model effectiveness. Development is directed inside the company. As with Sleepycat, the product is very complex and can hardly be developed
by third parties. In 2001, another company tried a fork but failed without being able to control the software development (MySQL, 2001). All contributions are checked and rewritten by company developers thus not diluting the copyright ownership of the product. MySQL currently includes one major component developed and licensed by a third party (InnoDB, 2003). The company estimates that they have fewer problems with free riders than proprietary software companies; the only case that has ended up in a court was with the fork.

As of today, MySQL AB receives more income from proprietary license sales than from their other income sources, branding and services. Their main income seems to come from embedded commercial users. (Codewalkers, 2002) To contrast, use on websites – the products initial market – seems to work after the license change to GPL merely as a marketing tool for commercially licensed use on embedded products.

III.4. TrollTech AS

**Background.** TrollTech AS’s main product is called Qt, which consists essentially of graphical user interface programming libraries. Qt can be used to develop multi-platform graphical applications. As a result, developed products embed functionality from Qt libraries.

Development of Qt started in 1992 and the company was founded in 1994 by Haavard Nord and Eirik Eng. In 1996 Qt was released under its own quite restrictive open source license, which did not allow free distribution of modifications and hence retained full development control with TrollTech. However, due to available source code Qt was selected to be used in KDE, which quickly became a very popular free desktop environment for Unix and Linux systems.

As its popularity and importance grew with KDE, pressure from the free software community to allow redistributable modification increased. In 1998 the license was changed to QPL, which is TrollTech’s own inheriting copyleft license. It is somewhat similar as an idea to Sleepycat’s company specific license but with more restrictions: QPL allows distribution of modifications only as separate patches. In 2000 Qt was finally released also under standard GNU GPL allowing modifications of the entire software to be distributed for free. The GPL release was also delayed by the company founders’ initial skepticism towards open source. (Fremy, 2001)

**Licensing model.** The licensing model of Qt is essentially the same as with the two products described above. Qt is licensed under GPL, QPL and a proprietary license. Products made with the GPLed (or QPLed) version must use the same free license. TrollTech’s website states:

“Any software produced with Qt under the GNU GPL license, and any derivatives of this software, must also be released under the GPL. As before, any user who wishes to create proprietary or closed source software must first purchase a development license from Trolltech.” (TrollTech, 2003)

**Model effectiveness.** Development is coordinated within the company.
Before the introduction of QPL, TrollTech's license terms granted that the company had full control of the development. However, now Qt also contains some code that is not owned by TrollTech AS but is rather licensed under a very permissive license from third parties. (TrollTech, 2003 b) From licensing perspective, the introduction of GPL includes the possibility of forks but in practice it seemed to result instead in an excellent marketing move. (Fremy, 2001).

TrollTech sales are based on proprietary licenses. Qt is marketed through a combination of direct sales, resellers, and strategic partners. The role of the free version is mainly to grow the user base and market the product on the KDE environment. (Fremy, 2001).

IV. LEGAL AND ECONOMIC REQUIREMENTS

We have now seen how dual licensing works in principle and in practice. Next, we consider its legal and economic implications. We start this section asking how an organization using a dual licensing model should manage the rights to its product. Then, we move on to discuss the economic issues an organization using dual licensing should understand.

IV.1. Strong Copyleft License and Single Rights Ownership

In every case example, the open source / free software license included a strong (or inheriting) copyleft clause. In essence, copyleft means that the distribution terms of the source code must be maintained even if someone modifies the source code. Inheritance means that even adaptations and derivative works must keep the license terms intact. In other words, if the source code is initially distributed free of charge then no one can charge for the source code later in any adaptation. GNU GPL and Sleepycat Licenses are both accepted as copyleft by the free software community (GNU, 2003). While QPL does not fill the strict definition of copyleft, it also essentially functions in the same way.

Also Lerner and Tirole make the same functional distinction between standard and strong copyleft. Using terms restrictive (standard) and highly restrictive (strong) licenses they present some empirical data, which shows quite interestingly that products targeted at developers tend to have less restrictive licenses. (Lerner and Tirole, 2002) The model presented in this paper contradicts the finding of Lerner and Tirole: in a dual licensing model, the software company uses a highly restrictive license in a product specifically geared towards developers for embedded use. A possible explanation for this contradiction is that the data set studied by Lerner and Tirole consisted mainly of non-commercial projects.

Another fundamental legal requirement for dual licensing is that the software company has undisputed rights to the software product it wishes to dual license. Ownership of rights is central because it allows company to price its software, change its licensing policy and distribute software with different licenses. A major legal risk in using open source licenses is that the
license may dilute the ownership and even eliminate the possibility to dual license. Therefore, rights ownership must be managed carefully. (Välimäki and Oksanen, 2002).

The one who has written new or rewritten old software is granted exclusively copyright to the work. However, with multiple authors the copyright ownership may also become distributed. Under a copyleft license, a fully open and distributed development process without sufficient rights clearing is not suitable for any company that wishes to make any direct license sales with dual licensing. No hidden liabilities in code contributions from unknown third parties should remain.

It is possible to think of two ways to clear rights: either by rewriting the software or by obtaining rights with a license term or specific contract. (Välimäki and Oksanen, 2002) The first option may mean costly work but it is legally speaking the safest option. The latter option leaves the possibility of legal risks if the transfer is somehow incomplete for example because the code contributor has no authorization to withhold necessary rights. As the case examples showed, most code in successful dual licensing companies was rewritten with the minor exceptions in Qt. There, a sufficiently permissive license does not restrict the main developer (TrollTech) from dual licensing it.

IV.2. Benefit and Control of Free Use

Dual licensing depends on several distinctive economic implications that must be at hand. First, there must be sufficiently large user base for the product. Here, the copyleft license enables strong network effects typical to information products: the value of the product to single user depends on the number of user it has (Shapiro and Varian, 1999). With the free availability and efficient distribution of the product through the Internet there are not many limitations for exponential user base growth. Especially software that depends on separate distributed components interoperating directly has strong network effect (Messerschmit and Szyperski). Shy and Thisse have demonstrated that when network effects are strong, unrestricted copying and distribution of the software product results in an equilibrium in a simplified setting within non-cooperative competitors. (Shy and Thisse, 1999).

Second, the effectiveness of dual licensing depends on price discrimination. A software company that manages all rights to the product may license it according to market demand. (Shapiro and Varian, 1999) For example, our case studies have shown that if there is demand for both standalone and embedded products, then dual licensing may be an economically viable model. Also worth noting is that in dual licensing the licensing policy – not the product features – are tailored. Only those users that have direct benefit from the use of the software are required to pay a license fee and for other users payment is more or less optional.

Third, there seems to be no major requirements for the enforcement of copyright. The little data we have indicates that high-end corporate users required to purchase a proprietary license also do so. Also empirical evidence
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shows that illegal copying of software in general has decreased 1995-2000 relative to the software market (Osario, 2002). Open source license option may strengthen this trend. While traditional copyright licensing model is still plagued by a vast number of unauthorized users, the free license conversely supports free usage by the majority of users who would not pay the license fee anyway. By definition, there is no piracy if the copying and distribution of the product is allowed. Worth to note is also that for someone who embeds a free product into a commercial one, the license purchase does not lead to the ethical and philosophical issues one may have with traditional copyright enforcement and zero tolerance. Instead, dual licensing is one answer to the economic question of how the copyright owner should protect his work (Rahnasto 2003, Watt, 2000).

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has offered one answer to the question of how one can build a successful open source business model. Dual licensing – licensing technically identical product with both proprietary and open source licenses – seems to be a viable model for specific types of software companies. However, dual licensing is no silver bullet. We have identified several organizational, legal and economic limitations and requirements, which may in practice fundamentally limit the usability of the model.

The case studies have shown that the company as an organization needs to believe in the strong copyleft licensing model. At first, it may sound counterintuitive, but if the product has for example both stand-alone and embedded users then strong copyleft may be workable. Moreover, GNU GPL license seems to be a viable marketing tool in dual licensing. TrollTech was not convinced that GNU GPL license would allow them to continue the sales of proprietary licenses until they tried. In side, they received increasing media attention and political acceptance. MySQL had almost similar experience.

The limitations of the case studies deserve also attention. Our case examples were few in number and discussed successful companies that target their products at developers who may embed the product into a larger environment. During the company selection process no particularly successful stand-alone end-user applications with dual licensing model were encountered.

Finally, the paper discussed the identified legal and economic requirements for dual licensing. Legally, dual licensing requires the use of a license with a strong copyleft clause and that all legal rights to use and distribute the software are managed by a single entity. Economic discussion discussed how an open source license may due to network effects act as an efficient user base leverage. Then, the high-end of the user base may be price discriminated with the commercial license because of their different preferences. Finally, dual licensing may significantly reduce the costs of piracy and copyright enforcement.
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